Eat Out to Help Out MA
SPONSORED BY
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An initiative to
help the Massachusetts
restaurant industry
It’s a replication of the Eat Out to Help Out
initiative in the UK that generated millions of
dollars of off-peak guest spend.
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50% rebate on any
off-peak check
For the month of November, Seated will provide
a 50% rebate on any check from a full-service
restaurant in Massachusetts for dining experiences
enjoyed from Monday–Wednesday.
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What Does a Restaurant Need to do to Participate?
1

2

3

4

Go to

Provide the following via

Seated builds profile

Onboard call to approve profile

seatedapp.io/helpout

secure web form:

for restaurant based

and provide ACH information.

Business Name, Business

on publicly available

We need ACH info to verify

Address, Owner/POC Name,

information.

that it is a real business and

POC Email, Restaurant Website,

avoid any fraud.

and Phone Number.

We are NOT charging

Schedule a 15 min onboard call.

restaurants ANYTHING to
participate in the program.
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How Does a Guest Get Their Rebate?
1

2

3

Guests download Seated to discover

Guests dine out and pay full

Guests return to Seated to submit their

participating restaurants.

price in the restaurant.

receipt and receive their rebate in the form
of cash or credit at their favorite brand.
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You’re in
Good Company.
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W H AT I S S E AT E D ?

Seated helps restaurants generate incremental
demand across all three of their dining
formats—dine in, order out, and events—thereby
increasing revenue, proﬁts and staﬀ tips.
We have been working with hundreds of
Massachusetts restaurants for over two years.

Seated Generates Revenue
and Increases Loyalty

Our platform allows operators to effortlessly offer an upscale rewards
and loyalty program that attracts high-spending guests to their
offerings, boosting their margins by providing incremental revenue.

Dining In

Order Out

Events

Fill empty tables that would have

Offer and incentivize direct website

Drive demand for large parties

otherwise gone unfilled

ordering; avoiding high marketplace

and corporate events

fees and increasing loyalty
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We Leverage Your
Existing Tech

Offer reward levels dynamically

The only service to offer rewards

to drive the right type of

across all dining formats: dine in,

demand at the right times.

order out, and events.

Zero change to a restaurant’s

Seated can be

operations or guest experience.

implemented in minutes.

Reporting & Analytics

No upfront or hidden fees.

Seated was built by restaurateurs, for
restaurateurs and designed to be
frictionless. With one phone call, you can
be receiving new guests immediately. And
we only make money when you make
money, guaranteed.
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$37M+
How Do You Increase Margins?

It’s Simple—Drive
More Demand.

In new revenue driven

$7M+

900K+
New guests sent

81%

Your fixed costs (rent, labor, etc.) don’t
increase as you fill empty tables and

In tips generated

Of Seated bookings are
same-day

receive direct online orders, so each
incremental diner boosts your margins.
Best of all, you choose when you want
Seated to work for you.

78%
Of Seated bookings are
off-peak
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79%
Use Seated to discover
new restaurants
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“We love working with Seated. We’re blown away by
the huge new stream of high-quality guests and
corporate diners they’ve introduce to L’Adresse with
absolutely zero impact on day-to-day operations.”
Natalie Tsyganova, Director of operations at L’ADRESSE
Saw 13% profit margin expansion
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